
ROGUE



RESIST 
CONFORMITY.
GO ROGUE.
IT IS IN THE SOUL OF THE ROGUE, 
THE WAY IT STANDS OUT, ITS 
DEFIANCE OF CONVENTION, ITS 
INDEPENDENCE THAT SEPARATES 
IT FROM ALL OTHERS.



AN ULTRA 
RESPONSIVE 
RIDE.
You will not feel anything else 
like it. Strategically designed with 
oversized 13/8” 7000 series the 
Rogue has the ideal combination of 
vibration dampening and rigidity. 
It is the most responsive rigid 
frame ride on the market today. 
Minimalist in everything but the 
tubing, the Rogue catches the eye.

ROGUE.



SPINERGY RELEASE CABLE
Only on the Rogue do you have the ability to customize 
your chair with one of 8 different colour options available, 
at no charge. Each cable is made with patented Spinergy 
spoke technology. 30,000 fibre strands inside each cable 
ensure it will not become loose or stretch over time.

RP TUNING
It is the only indexed caster adjustment system that 
gives a perfect alignment for everyone at any seat 
angle. The modified rack and pinion gear is infinitely 
adjustable over any range and can be adjusted while 
the chair is occupied. There are no small components 
to take apart and put back together. It is as simple 
as tightening and loosening a screw. It is called RP 
Tuning. And only Rogue has it.

Incredibly light at 10.6 lb 
(transport weight), Rogue 
conserves your energy 
and the integrated locking 
back mechanism makes 
transportation easier than 
it has ever been before.

EXTREMELY 
LIGHTWEIGHT



TOWER & SIDE FRAME 
ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM

MAGS 
CAN BE HIGH 

PERFORMANCE TOO

Sleek and simple design lends itself to look like a full 
on custom rigid chair. The adjustment is hidden in the 
clamping tower system. The towers have a minimalist 
oval profile so they are not only lightweight and highly 
durable, constructed out of 6061 aluminium, but they 
are discreet and customized to order to achieve the 
perfect height. The clamping system has adjustment 
hidden on the inside of the frame so you don’t see it 
until you need it.

Ki Mobility proudly offers the ultra-sleek 
and lightweight X-Coretm mags. These 
wheels have far greater stiffness and 
rigidity than conventional mags while 
keeping the weight to only 1 lb. more 

than spokes. Now available in 20”, 
22” and 24”.

TRANSIT
Finally a clean, aesthetic transit tie-down for a rigid 
frame. Integrated into the frame, the simple, curved 
front mounts provide safe attachment points while 
maintaining the sharp look you want from a chair in 
this class. You don’t have to settle for heavy bolt-on 
brackets anymore.

WHEELCHAIRS ARE 
ABOUT WHEELS
Rogue offers Ki Mobility’s full line of specially 
designed Ki spoke wheels with precision machined 
hubs and hard anodized handrims. Utilizing straight 
pull spokes this wheel promotes a stiffer and 
stronger wheel while the hard anodized handrim 
is resistant to scratching so they keep that “NEW” 
look longer.  We also offer the full array of industry 
standard wheels and casters such as Spinergy, 
Natural Fit, Frog Legs and Topolino. 



ROGUE

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Iron Cap Low PolyKnobby Adjustable Height Rigidizer Bar High PressureStroller Handle Spinergy Release Cable Straight w/ Push Handle

BACKREST OPTIONS TIRES

RiserAngle Adjustable Flip Back Angle Adjustable Rigid Tubular Natural Fit Super GripShox Hard AnodizedPneumatic

FOOTPLATES TIRES HANDRIMS

Tubular Footplate w/ ABS Cover Mag Spinergy SpoxSpinergy LX Flex RimProjection Poly-Coated Superlight Aluminium

FOOTPLATES WHEELS HANDRIMS

Taper XP Frame Rogue Tower Adjustable Height Back Spoke Superlight Spoke Full PolyTopolino

FRAME OPTIONS WHEELS TIRES

Marathon Mountain T-Arm Swing AwayBolt-On Push Handle Tension Adjustable Back Pneumatic with Airless Insert Speedrun

BACKREST OPTIONS TIRESUPHOLSTERY ARMRESTS



Rogue Slotted Fork Rigid Anti Tips Bodypoint Aeromesh Calf Strap Aluminium Seat Pan

FORKS ANTI-TIPPERS ACCESSORIES

Micro Grip Padded Velcro Calf strapBackpack Impact GuardsAluminium Anodized Natural Fit LT Natural Fit LT Super Grip Short Thro Scissor Locks

HANDRIMS WHEEL LOCKS ACCESSORIES

Rigid Frame Crutch HolderRemovable Side Guards Spoke Guards Under Seat BagPull or Push to LockPull or Push w/ ExtensionsFlush MountUnder seat Scissor Lock

WHEEL LOCKS ACCESSORIES

1” Poly Aluminium Soft Roll Aluminium Velcro Adjustable Calf StrapGrade Aids Lighted Microcaster

WHEEL LOCKS CASTERS ACCESSORIES

Microcaster Frogs Legs UnitinePoly

CASTERS FORKS

Designed & built by



Service 
We will work with your NHS Approved 
Supplier to supply critical components 
to you within 48hrs enabling you to 
keep your stock holding to a minimum. 

We will provide a 2 year warranty with 
all mobility seating to include annual 
servicing.

Leckey Mobility will provide training 
tailored to your specific needs and 
will be available to demonstrate new 
products as and when required. 

As a valued partner Leckey Mobility will 
support you in delivering high service 
levels to your clients.

Leckey are committed to providing prompt 
and efficient service that fits with your needs.
Whatever the situation Leckey’s dedicated 
and experienced staff will be there to help.

DEDICATED 
SERVICES

YEAR 
WARRANTY
PLUS ANNUAL 
SERVICING2

TRAINING 
PROVIDED
TAILORED TO YOUR 
SPECIFIC NEEDS

SUPPLY OF CRITICAL 
COMPONENTS 
WITHIN

48
HOURS

VALUE£

Ordering 
Orders can be placed via your local 
Leckey representative or directly with us 
by  emailing: WCS.orders@leckey.com

For dedicated customer service 
and technical support contact 
mobility@leckey.com or phone 
0800 318 265

For service policies on all products 
outside warranty, please contact 
Leckey’s Customer Service department. 
James Leckey Design Ltd as 
manufacturer with sole responsibility 
declares that all products conform to 
93/42/EEC guidelines and EN12182 
technical aids for disabled persons 
general requirements and all parts of 
ISO-7176 test methods. Order forms and 
spare parts lists to extend the service 
life of the product and allow reissue 
are available on request or online at 
www.leckey.com.

Because we realise that users rely 
on our products in daily life we have 
built an after sales service that can be 
relied upon to deliver fast and effective 
support.



LS321-01

SPECIFICATIONS
10.6 lbs.
12’’- 20”
12”- 20”
13.5” - 23”
12.5“ - 22”
1 3/8”
275 lbs.
Yes

Transport Weight:
Seat Width:
Seat Depth:
Front Seat Height:
Rear Seat Height:
Tubing Size:
Weight Capacity:
Ansi Resna WC-19 Transit:


